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Epic Collection New Mutants
The Epic collections feature the best characters and stories from Marvel's vast history. Collects
X-Terminators #1-4, New Mutants (1983) #71-85. From the horror of Limbo to the glory of
Asgard! As the fires of Inferno burn, the New Mutants must escape Magik's dark domain - but
that leaves the way open for S'ym and his demons to invade Earth! Luckily, X-Factor's former
wards, the X-Terminators, are on the scene! Can Rusty, Skids, Boom-Boom, Rictor, Artie,
Leech and Wiz Kid help the New Mutants repel an army of demons and save Magik's soul?
Then, when Hela's evil spell corrupts Mirage's Valkyrie side, Doctor Strange lends a magical
hand! But to cure Mirage completely, the New Mutants must travel to Asgard, home of the
mighty Norse gods! The trouble is, Hela is scheming to murder Odin and conquer Asgard! Will
a handful of mortal mutants be enough to defeat the Goddess of Death?
Continuing the saga of Marvel's original mutant team, we bring you the most unusual X-Men
adventures ever! Pushed undercover by anti-mutant paranoia, Hank McCoy sets off on his
own, taking a research job. But his scientific curiosity will curse him forever when an
experiment gone wrong turns him into a fanged, furry, blue Beast. Meanwhile, the other X-Men
fi nd themselves pursued by a secret adversary that seeks to pick them off one by one. They
must join forces with Captain America to save the nation and rescue their mutant comrades.
Also featuring the fi rst appearances of Wolverine, the top-secret Weapon X program and
Madrox the Multiple Man, an X-Men/Avengers battle against Magneto, and a host of x-tra rare
X-Men covers! COLLECTING: VOL. 4; X-MEN (1963) 67-93, ANNUAL (1970) 1-2; AMAZING
ADVENTURES (1970) 11-17; AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 92; INCREDIBLE HULK (1968)
150, 161, 172, 180-182; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) 4, 23; AVENGERS (1963) 110-111;
CAPTAIN AMERICA (1968) 172-175; DEFENDERS (1972) 15-16; GIANT-SIZE FANTASTIC
FOUR (1974) 4
Collecting Wolverine (1988) #17-30, Wolverine/Nick Fury: The Scorpio Connection And
Wolverine: The Jungle Adventure. Savage tales featuring atmospheric artwork by Marvel’s
finest artists! An old friend’s death leads Logan to Nick Fury and the Swift Sword terrorist
organization! But what is the surprising secret under the new Scorpio’s mask? Then, Wolverine
travels to the untamed jungle of the Savage Land — so why is he fighting cyborgs? And which
longtime X-Men foe is responsible? When his old foe Roughouse is kidnapped, Wolverine
follows a trail of tainted cocaine from Madripoor to Central America — but can the young
revolutionary La Bandera help a sick and infected Wolverine survive against Tiger Shark and
bring down a corrupt regime? Plus: Logan must avenge an old friend, but can he uncover the
secret of the Master Form — without his memories?
Collects X-Terminators #1-4, New Mutants (1983) #71-85. From the horror of Limbo to the
glory of Asgard! As the fires of Inferno burn, the New Mutants must escape Magik's dark
domain - but that leaves the way open for S'ym and his demons to invade Earth! Luckily, XFactor's former wards, the X-Terminators, are on the scene! Can Rusty, Skids, Boom-Boom,
Rictor, Artie, Leech and Wiz Kid help the New Mutants repel an army of demons and save
Magik's soul? Then, when Hela's evil spell corrupts Mirage's Valkyrie side, Doctor Strange
lends a magical hand! But to cure Mirage completely, the New Mutants must travel to Asgard,
home of the mighty Norse gods! The trouble is, Hela is scheming to murder Odin and conquer
Asgard! Will a handful of mortal mutants be enough to defeat the Goddess of Death?
The third generation of Xavier's pupils are back like you've never seen them! New York Times
best-selling author and X-Men visionary Chris Claremont returns to the young mutant heroes
he created to turn their lives upside down! Their headmaster, Magneto, has just joined the
Hellfire Club, and now the team faces a threat so terrible they're willing to join forces with the
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Black Queen, Selene! With the stunning pencils of Al Rio, series co-creator Bob McLeod on
inks, and the legendary Bill Sienkiewicz on covers, this is one series no New Mutants fan
should miss! COLLECTING: New Mutants Forever #1-5, New Mutants #53-54
Driven by guilt over the brutal slaughter of her former pupils, Emma Frost finds herself
tormented by strange ghostly manifestations that are threatening her new students, and it is up
to the teenage mutants of Generation X to stop the havoc. Original.
Collecting X-Factor (1986) #71-83 and Annual #7 and Incredible Hulk (1968) #390-392. A new
team is forged! Cyclops and company have rejoined the X-Men — and now Havok takes
charge, leading a new government-sanctioned mutant squad! His recruits include Polaris,
Wolfsbane, Quicksilver, Strong Guy and Multiple Man — but will the real Jamie Madrox please
stand up? The new XFactor must deal with murder mysteries, identity crises, smear campaigns
and more — but Mr. Sinister and his Nasty Boys might be too much for them! The Incredible
Hulk awaits in a foreign land, and the Mutant Liberation Front and Brotherhood of Evil Mutants
heat things up at home, as the new X-Factor deals with diplomacy, deception and death while
protecting Homo sapiens from their genetically challenged brethren and vice versa! X-perience
Peter David’s hilarious mutant masterpiece from the beginning!
The future of the X-Men is here! Karma. Wolfsbane. Sunspot. Cannonball. Moonstar. Follow
their early days at Xavier's School - including battles against Sentinels, the Hellfi re Club, the
Brood and more! New recruits Magma, Magik and Cypher fi nd their footing, a deadly rivalry
begins with Emma Frost's Hellions - and the Demon Bear that haunts Dani Moonstar bares his
teeth, Bill Sienkiewicz-style! Will the New Mutants survive - and if so, can they make a new
friend in the alien Warlock? Plus, the mind-bending debut of Professor X's son, Legion! The
unsettling return of a shadow from the past! And the tragic tale that transformed Illyana
Rasputin into Magik! COLLECTING: MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) 4; NEW MUTANTS
(1983) 1-34; NEW MUTANTS ANNUAL (1984) 1; MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) 100 (A STORY),
149; MARVEL TEAM-UP ANNUAL (1976) 6; UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 160, 167, 180, 189,
192; MAGIK (1983) 1-4
Spinning out of the pages of X-MEN #1, comes an incredible new book starring the world's first
mutant, NAMOR THE SUB-MARINER. When the X-Men are confronted with a deadly vampire
threat, Namor takes matters into his own hands on a mission that might bring down the entire
might of the vampires on their heads...and destroy Atlantis in the process! COLLECTING:
Namor: The First Mutant #1-6
Collects Wolverine (1988) #69-75, Wolverine: Inner Fury (1992) #1, Wolverine: Killing (1993)
#1, Wolverine: Global Jeopardy (1993) #1, Sabretooth (1993) #1-4, X-Men (1991) #25.
Magneto tears Wolverine’s world apart! First, Logan intervenes in a Hydra experiment, but a
nanite infection has unexpected effects on him! Then, Wolverine takes Rogue and Jubilee on a
mission to the Savage Land — where Sauron has risen again! And in Australia, Wolverine and
Jubilee battle a suddenly sentient Sentinel — and Jubilee confronts her past! Logan’s world
tour continues when he’s lured to Tibet by a group seeking to claim his remarkable abilities!
And Sabretooth takes the spotlight — but what is his surprising connection to Mystique? Finally,
the X-Men face off against Magneto in a truly savage showdown — but when Magneto crosses
a horrifying line, will Wolverine ever be the same again?!
With the original X-Men captured, Professor X recruits an All-New, All-Different team to take on
the mantle of the Uncanny X-Men! Including Wolverine, Storm, Colossus, Nightcrawler,
Banshee, Sunfi re, and Warpath, this new international cast redefined super-hero teams
forever. The transition won't come easy, though. Wolverine and Cyclops will clash. X-Man will
battle X-Man. Death and rebirth will visit the team, and an old nemesis will return. Also
featuring the debut of Alpha Flight and the Weapon X program, the fi rst outer space saga with
the Starjammers, and rare X-Men adventures. Comic-book titans Chris Claremont, Dave
Cockrum, and John Byrne guide their new X-Men through it all, raising the series to the peak of
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white-hot popularity. And it all starts here! COLLECTING: VOL. 5; GIANT-SIZE X-MEN (1975)
#1, X-MEN (1963) #94-110, MARVEL TEAM-UP (1972) #53, #69-70, ANNUAL (1976) #1,
IRON FIST (1975) #14-15, MATERIAL FROM FOOM (1973) #10.
Collecting Excalibur (1988) #31-41; Excalibur: Weird War Iii, The Possession And Air
Apparent; Sensational She-Hulk #26 And Material From Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #75.
Weird War III and even stranger things! The British-based ex-X-Men face fearful far-out foes as
their offbeat adventures continue! Nightcrawler meets the son of Krakoa the Living Island! Kitty
Pryde reunites with Excalibur as she leads the cheer at the Girls’ School From Heck! Rachel
Grey suffers the depths of D’Spayre! Meggan gets possessed! Captain Britain faces the
cosmic power of Air-Walker! And Excalibur battles a living trash heap alongside She-Hulk! But
what happens when Silver Sable’s Outlaws show up? When Doctor Doom makes a house call,
who’s he looking for? And what terrible crime could lead to the trial of Lockheed the Dragon?!
No super team does weird quite like Excalibur!
Follows the adventures of Nightcrawler, Shadowcat, Captain Britain, Meggan, and Phoenix
who join forces and battle many enemies.
Collects New Mutants (1983) #41-47 and Annual #2, and X-Men Annual (1970) #10.
Cannonball! Wolfsbane! Sunspot! Warlock! Karma! The adventures of the next generation of
the X-Men continue alongside Psylocke, Captain Britain and Longshot against the evils of Mojo
and Spiral! Plus: The deadly threats of Empath, Legion and the Magus! Danielle Moonstar, in a
gunfight with Death herself! And the tragic tale of Larry Bodine! With guest appearances by the
X-Men, Lila Cheney, Dazzler and Kitty Pryde!
On the edge of Krakoan society, the New Mutants let loose in the Wild Hunt! Going big,
blowing things up, and combining powers to see who can be crowned king of the mountain.
But something lurks in the trees. Something old...and hungry. And its favorite prey is young
mutants! As Karma and Dani delve deeper into their nightmares, a spider sets his eyes on the
most vulnerable among the team. And as the Wild Hunt goes on, someone vanishes without a
trace, plans long in motion begin to unfurl -- and children who play at being adults must now
prepare for the fight of their lives. COLLECTING: New Mutants (2019) 14-18
Collects New Mutants (1983) #13-31 and Annual #1. Don't call them X-babies anymore!
Visionary artist Bill Sienkiewicz transforms the New Mutants, and the young heroes' lives will
never be the same! New recruits Magma and Magik find their footing at the school - but when
the team tries to rescue Kitty Pryde from Emma Frost, will they all end up as members of rival
mutant team the Hellions? Then, the Demon Bear that haunts Dani Moonstar bares its teeth!
Will the New Mutants survive the Bear's ferocious attack - and if so, can they make a new
friend in the alien called Warlock? Plus: A cosmic caper introduces intergalactic rock star Lila
Cheney! When Sunspot and Wolfsbane are in danger, only Cloak and Dagger can help!
Professor X's son, Legion, makes his mind-bending debut! And an old friend/foe makes a
shocking return!
In these classic stories, some reprinted for the first time, the New Mutants take on Mojo and
Spiral, then must contend with the alien antics of the Impossible Man. Wolverine battles
Sabretooth amid the infamous 'Mutant Massacre'! Ages 13+.
Uncanny X-Men (1963) 189-198, X-Men Annual (1970) 8, X-Men and Alpha Flight (1985) 1-2,
Nightcrawler (1985) 1-4 (X-Men Epic Collection Vol. 12)
Collects New Mutants #18-25 and Annual #1. The New Mutants face a demon menace and
befriend an alien misfit! A rock concert pulls them into the orbit of a multi-galaxy music star,
then the team, with Cloak and Dagger, is drawn into a deadly exchange program...of superpowers! Plus: Hellfire Club intrigue and early steps on the path of reformation by Magneto!
Action, romance, family reunions and a fairy tale! Anything else? Oh, right, guest-starring the XMen!
Collects New Mutants (1983) #48-54 and Annual #3. The New Mutants fast-forward to the
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world of tomorrow, and it ain't pretty! Join Cannonball, Cypher, Karma, Magik and the rest of
the best that young mutantkind has to offer as they face evil future versions of themselves,
mutant-hunting Sentinels, a rebellion in Limbo, the Hellfire Club and their teenage Hellions,
and more! Guest-starring Professor X, the Starjammers, Emma Frost and the infuriating
Impossible Man!
Collects New Mutants (1983) #86-94, New Mutants Annual (1984) #5-6, New Mutants Summer
Special (1990) #1, material from X-Factor Annual (1986) #5, X-Men Annual (1970) #14. Watch
out, New Mutants — here comes the man called Cable! With the rest of the team in Asgard,
Freedom Force arrests Rusty and Skids. The terrorist Mutant Liberation Front demands their
release, but a mysterious metal-armed, gun-toting warrior with a glowing eye is targeting the
MLF for reasons of his own! The New Mutants make the dangerous passage back to Earth, but
soon cross paths with Cable — and their lives will never be the same! The forceful reinvention
of the New Mutants begins here as Professor X’s former students join Cable to tackle threats
including Sabretooth, Skrulls and the shadowy Stryfe! Plus: The New Mutants battle
Atlanteans, face their futures and tune in to TV land!
From the horror of Limbo to the glory of Asgard! As the fires of Inferno burn, the New Mutants
must escape Magik's dark domain - but that leaves the way open for S'ym and his demons to
invade Earth! Luckily, X-Factor's former wards, the X-Terminators, are on the scene! Can
Rusty, Skids, Boom-Boom, Rictor, Artie, Leech and Wiz Kid help the New Mutants repel an
army of demons and save Magik's soul? Then, when Hela's evil spell corrupts Mirage's
Valkyrie side, Doctor Strange lends a magical hand! But to cure Mirage completely, the New
Mutants must travel to Asgard, home of the mighty Norse gods! The trouble is, Hela is
scheming to murder Odin and conquer Asgard! Will a handful of mortal mutants be enough to
defeat the Goddess of Death? COLLECTING: VOL. 6: X-TERMINATORS 1-4, NEW
MUTANTS (1983) 71-85
Tragedy strikes the New Mutants! Meet Bird-Brain, a bizarre creature who's about to become
the team's feathered friend. The New Mutants face off against their rivals, the Hellions, to track
Bird-Brain down...but before the quest is done, one of them will switch schools! But there's
worse in store for the team, as they trace Bird-Brain's origins back to the freak-filled island of
the Ani-Mator. Between his weird science and the armored killers of The Right, one of the New
Mutants will not return home! Shattered by grief, guilt and loss, how can the team possibly
move forward? The New Mutants clash with Freedom Force, and the alluring alien Gosamyr
draws the team into an outer space adventure. But as Illyana's rage grows, there's trouble
brewing in Limbo... COLLECTING: New Mutants (1983) 55-70, New Mutants Annual (1984) 4
Collecting Conan: The Legend #0 and Conan (2004) #1-19. The legend returns! Conan the
Barbarian stars in epic tales by comics veteran Kurt Busiek — including classics adapted from
the works of original author Robert E. Howard! Whether he’s warring with the violent Vanir or
meeting a Frost Giant’s daughter, Conan’s savage sword is always close at hand and ready for
battle! The story of “The God in the Bowl” is presented in all its terrifying detail — introducing
Conan’s notorious adversary, Thoth-Amon! But who is Janissa the Widowmaker, and what role
will she play in the Cimmerian warrior’s life? Beware the Horror on Uskuth Hill — and the Thing
in the Temple! And when two Nemedians walk into a bar, it’s no joking matter. Prepare for
swords and sorcery of the highest order with the greatest barbarian of them all!
Collects New Mutants (1983) #18-20, X-Force (1991) #99 material from X-Force (2008) #7-10.
The visionary talents of writer Chris Claremont and legendary illustrator Bill Sienkiewicz bring
the Demon Bear that has haunted Danielle Moonstar’s dreams to horrifying life! It took her
parents, and now it has returned for Dani — and only the combined efforts of her fellow New
Mutants can stop it from finishing the job! Sink your teeth into a true classic! Then, Dani’s
nightmare returns years later as San Francisco — and her new team X-Force, come under
attack from a similarly unholy ursine!
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Collects Uncanny X-Men (1963) #248-267. Outback - and out-gunned! The X-Men are brought
to their lowest point as the team slowly breaks apart - but who will rise to take their place?
When Nanny attacks the X-Men's Australian base, tragedy strikes for Storm! The cyborg
Reavers take their revenge - and they've got brutal plans for Wolverine! The mystical Siege
Perilous heralds a fresh start for the besieged mutants, but Psylocke will find herself
transformed into the Mandarin's ninja assassin! Can Jubilee and a grievously injured Wolverine
bring her back to the light? Meanwhile, a new team forms on Muir Island, but Legion's secret
means tragedy for Freedom Force! Banshee and Forge begin a quest for the missing X-Men,
but they'll encounter more than they expected! And the mutant thief Gambit makes his uncanny
entrance! Superstar Jim Lee debuts for an X-citing new era!
Collects Conan the Barbarian (1970) #1-13, material from Chamber of Darkness (1969) #4.
The greatest saga in sword-and-sorcery history begins! Born on a battlefield in the frozen lands
of Cimmeria, Conan has spent his life fighting his way across the untamed Hyborian kingdoms
— sparing no man, woman or wizard his wrath. His adventures will become legend. He will
become king. He is - Conan the Barbarian! Roy Thomas and Barry Windsor-Smith brought
Robert E. Howard’s iconic creation to four-color life with work that set new standards for comic
book storytelling. Now, Marvel is honored to present their epic sagas — painstakingly restored
to match the majesty of the original editions. In these early exploits, Conan ventures from his
homeland for the first time, honing his skills as a thief and mercenary — and above all, a
warrior!
The New Mutants take a road trip to Asgard -- with the trickster god Loki guiding them to all the
wrong places! Then, it's back to class under a new schoolmaster: Magneto! The former villain
has sworn to atone for his crimes -- but winning the New Mutants' trust won't be easy. As the
team contends with their rivals the Hellions, they'll face death and rebirth, a mutant massacre,
a twisted future timeline, a rebellion in Limbo and much more! But why have Sunspot and
Warlock run away to join the Fallen Angels? Chris Claremont's foundational run concludes
here! COLLECTING: New Mutants (1983) 35-54; New Mutants Annual (1984) 2-3; New
Mutants Special Edition (1985) 1; X-Men Annual (1970) 9-10; Power Pack (1984) 20, 33;
Fallen Angels (1987) 1-8; Firestar (1986) 1-4; New Mutants: War Children (2019) 1; material
from Web of Spider-Man Annual (1985) 2
"The New Mutants have government super-agents to the right of them and mutant terrorists to
the left of them, but who's the big white-haired guy standing front-and-center? Cable has timetraveled to the historic moment when he takes over the team, but his worse half Stryfe is right
behind him and one step ahead of him! The road to X-Force starts here!"--Dust jacket.
Iceman gets too frozen, the Beast gets too bestial, and the Angel gets a really sharp new set of
wings as the original X-Men face mutant-haters and hate-filled mutants who agree on one
thing: They want X-Factor dead! Apocalypse first gathers his horrendous Horsemen, and
Caliban makes the transition from tracker to Hellbound! Infectia, Orphan-Maker and the
Alliance of Evil! Plus: For fans of the current X-Factor, witness Quicksilver's earlier descent into
dementia and the first appearance of Rictor! Featuring Thor, Freedom Force and more!
Meet the new class! The techno-organic aliens known as the Phalanx have targeted the next
generation of mutants -- and now Banshee, Jubilee and the White Queen must rescue Synch,
Husk, M, Skin and Blink! But will all of them survive to attend the newly reopened Xavier's
School? The sullen Chamber and mysterious Penance enroll as well -- but who is the marrowsucking monster called Emplate, and what is his connection to one of the students? As the
Gen X kids adjust to their new lives, romance blossoms and rivalries form even as they battle
Orphan-Maker, Gene Nation and more! But what can their mutant powers do against...magic?
Scott Lobdell and Chris Bachalo's '90s sensation begins here! COLLECTING: Uncanny X-Men
(1981) 316-318, X-Men (1991) 36-37, Generation X (1994) 1-9, Wolverine (1988) 94,
Generation X Collectors' Preview (1994) 1, Generation X Ashcan Edition (1994) 1
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Collects X-Factor (1986) #21-36, X-Factor Annual (1986) #3, Power Pack (1984) #35.
Unexpected evolutions! X-Factor is still coping with the loss of their friend and teammate the
Angel when the team is suddenly rocked by a traitor! Cameron Hodge, their former publicist,
has a horrific anti-mutant agenda — and an army to back up his plans! Meanwhile, the deadly
Apocalypse unveils his fourth Horseman, the razor-winged Death — and he’s all too familiar a
face! How can the team fight a close friend turned deadly foe? In the wake of Apocalypse’s
attack, X-Factor gains a new home, the bouncing Beast becomes blue and furry once more
and the team goes public! But when Cyclops and Marvel Girl begin a search for Scott’s
missing son, bizarre mysteries are uncovered — and the flames of an inferno begin to flicker!
Collecting X-Men (1963) #46-66, and material from Ka-Zar (1970) #2-3 and Marvel Tales
(1966) #30. Professor X is dead! The X-Men have gone their separate ways! In the late 1960s,
searching for a way to reinvigorate its poorest-selling super heroes, Marvel was trying anything
and everything. With the title on the verge of cancellation, writer Roy Thomas and artist Neal
Adams suddenly clicked — and the rest is history! Their epic evolution of the X-Men defines
the team to this day. Adams’ lavish and dynamic visuals and Thomas’ challenging and
contemporary stories combined in a book that throbbed with the pulse of the times. Their iconic
stories collected here introduce Cyclops’ brother Havok, the vampiric villain Sauron, the
Savage Land Mutates and X-Man-to-be Sunfire! Not to mention the Living Pharaoh, a classic
team-up with Ka-Zar and don’t forget the return of Magneto!
The end of an era for the X-Men! The original team, now called X-Factor, takes center stage
when Proteus returns from the grave. But when Apocalypse strikes, infecting Cyclops' son
Nathan with a deadly virus, Cyclops must make a bitter sacrifice! And the current X-Men return
to Earth to find that Professor X's old foe the Shadow King has risen -- and taken over Muir
Island! It will take X-Factor and the X-Men's combined strength to triumph...and when the dust
clears, the two teams will become one! An uncanny new era begins as the reunited X-Men go
back to basics -- beginning with a deadly confrontation with Magneto and his fanatical
Acolytes! COLLECTING: X-Men Annual (1970) 15, X-Factor (1986) 65-70, Uncanny X-Men
(1981) 278-280, X-Men (1991) 1-3; material from New Mutants Annual (1984) 7, X-Factor
Annual (1986) 6
Collects Marvel Graphic Novel #4, New Mutants #1-7 & Uncanny X-Men #167. Cannonball.
Sunspot. Moonstar. Karma. Rahne. Teenagers, thrown together by the one thing they had in
common -- the X-Factor in their genes that made them different, made them mutants. Relive
the adventures of the team that will come to be known as X-Force... if they survive.
He's the best there is at what he does - but what he does isn't very nice. And now, Wolverine
has broken out of the X-Men and into his own solo series! Feeling the urge to cut loose,
Wolverine travels to Madripoor - an East Indian island full of pirates, cutthroats and... just the
way Logan likes it! There, he'll take on ruthless crimelord Roche, meet the cunning Tyger
Tiger, wield the mystical Black Blade, battle superhuman enforcers Roughouse and
Bloodsport, and contend with drug kingpin Nguyen Ngoc Coy and his niece - the former New
Mutant known as Karma! Plus: The Hulk comes to town, a formative battle with Sabretooth is
revealed, and Wolverine hunts for the Gehenna Stone! Guest-starring Jessica Drew, aka
Spider-Woman! Collecting: Wolverine (1988) 1-16, material from Marvel Comics Presents
(1988) 1-10, Marvel Age Annual 4
The New Mutants graduate into X-Force! Cable turns his young charges into a mutant militia
that means business! Cannonball, Boom Boom, Warpath, Domino, Shatterstar and Feral go in
guns blazing and swords swinging -not to mention all the claws, knives and explosions! They're
on the hunt for the mysterious Stryfe and his Mutant Liberation Front, but what is the villain's
uncanny connection to Cable? X-Force will take on all comers, from Deadpool and the
Morlocks to the new Brotherhood of Evil Mutants! COLLECTING: VOLUME 1: X-FORCE
(1991) #1-15, ANNUAL #1; SPIDER-MAN (1990) #16; WOLVERINE (1988) #54.
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Collects Havok & Wolverine: Meltdown #1-4. Two friends. Two mutants. Two X-Men! Havok,
gifted with the ability to project devastating plasma bursts. Wolverine, a feral warrior with an
uncanny healing factor, an unbreakable Adamantium skeleton and razor-sharp claws.
Ambushed by Russian terrorists while on leave in Mexico, the two find themselves caught in a
deadly web of international intrigue and betrayal! Can Alex Summers and Logan thwart a plot
to bring the Western world to its knees? Beautifully painted artwork combines with fast-paced
prose to create a milestone among graphic albums as Havok and Wolverine star in a landmark
X-Men story like no other!
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